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Abstract 

The Ocean Mapping Group has developed a full suite of software tools for the real-time or near real-time display, 
editing, quality control, interpretation and visualization of multibeam sonar data. The combination of detailed 
bathymetry and sonar imagery provides quantitative depth information and a qualitative description of the .spatial 
distribution of seafloor materials and textures. While the qualitative picture of the distribution of se~rfloor rypes is a very 
useful tool for a number of applications, our research efforts are currently aimed at atte~npts to extract more quantitative 
seafloor property information from the sonar record. These efforts include the cmalj~sis of the chnracteristics of the 
vertically incident acoustic waveform as well as evaluation of the angular dependence of backscatter. To facilitate this 
research, several interactive 2 - 0  and 3 - 0  software tools have been developed that allow for the simultaneous exploration 
of sonar data in both geographic and multivariate space. The ultimate objective of this work is to provide a robust 
approach to the remote classification of seafloor type as well as the tools necessary to easilj~ implement and utilize this 
approach. 

1. Introduction 
Over the past few decades, revolutionary changes have taken place in our ability to map and visualize the ocean floor. 

These changes, brought about by the concurrent, rapid advancement of sonar technology, positioning and vessel 
orientation technology, computer hardware, data bases, signal processing and visualization techniques, are beginning to 
result in detailed depictions of large pieces of the seafloor that are, in many ways, analogous to airborne or satellite 
derived images of the earth's surface. Just as the first airborne and satellite images of the earth resulted in a quantum leap 
in our understanding of earth processes, the newly produced seafloor images have the potential to radically change our 
knowledge and understanding of submarine morphology and processes. Just as satellite remote sensing studies 
progressed from an emphasis on the accurate depiction of a scene to the quantitative extraction of thematic data from the 
scene, so too are sonar studies progressing from the presentation of bathymetry and imagery to the extraction of more 
quantitative seafloor property information. 

At the core of these new technologies is the development of multibeam sonar systems which insonify large swaths of 
the seafloor while producing high resolution (both lateral and vertical) bathymetry and seafloor imagery (from acoustic 
backscatter). When collected in slightly overlapping swaths, multibeam sonars can produce a sonar data set that 
represents near 100 percent acoustic coverage of the seafloor. The Ocean Mapping Group of the University of New 
Brunswick has been pursuing research and developing tools related to multibeam sonar mapping for the past five years, 
with much of our early work focused on the development of real-time and near-real-time processing tools designed to 
ensure that high-quality bathymetric and imagery data was being collected. 

The detailed bathymetry and imagery produced by multibeam sonars allow the experienced observer to derive a 
tremendous amount of information about the seafloor, but while the bathymetric data extracted from the multibeam 
system provides a quantitative depiction of geomorphological relationships (slopes, roughness scales, etc.), the sonar 
imagery (even if derived from the quantitative measurement of backscatter that some systems provide) has historically 
been interpreted in a qualitative sense. In an effort to turn these qualitative interpretations into quantitative data, the 
Ocean Mapping Group is also pursuing research and developing tools for the remote classification of seafloor material 
type. These efforts include the analysis of the characteristics of the vertically incident acoustic waveforms as well as 
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evaluation of the angular dependence of backscatter. To facilitate this research, several interactive 2-D and 3-D software 
tools have been developed that allow for the simultaneous exploration of sonar data in both geographic and multivariate 
space. The ultimate objective of this work is to incorporate robust approaches to remote seafloor classification into easy- 
to-use toolkits that will greatly facilitate the application of sophisticated classification techniques and the interpretation of 
the resulting data. 

2. 0. M. G. Multibeam Sonar Processing Tools: 
As with all acoustic systems operating in the ocean, multibeam sonar systems are plagued by serious problems 

caused by the environment (noise, motion, refraction, etc.). The initial efforts of the Ocean Mapping Group focused on 
the development of a series of software tools that would allow the hydrographer to edit and verify the massive amounts 
of data collected by multibeam systems in order to produce a "clean" data set suitable for incorporation into hydrographic 
charts. While hydrographers have tended to process their data on shore well after the data was collected, our goal in 
developing new tools was to be able to process and display the cleaned data on board the vessel collecting it, in as close to 
real-time as possible. What has evolved is a suite of software tools that work in real-time, near-real time and for post- 
survey analyses. 

2.1 Real-time tool: 
In order to derive a complete solution for the relative position of each sounding produced by a swath sonar, a 

multibeam sonar system must also include ancillary sensors for the precise determination of ship's position, ship's 
heading, vessel motion (heave, pitch and roll) and the sound speed profile in the water column. Most multibeam sonar 
manufacturers provide some means of integrating the data from these various sensors and then produce a "data telegram" 
with the information necessary to determine the position of each sounding (or imagery pixel). Our real-time tool strips 
out the essential features of these telegrams to produce a computer display that shows, in real-time, a color-coded 
bathymetric map (or imagery mosaic, if selected) of the survey as it progresses. The advantages of real-time display are 
manifest. Shipboard scientists are instantly provided feedback on data quality and coverage; decisions can be made in 
real-time as to changes in the survey and sampling programs. Any area on the real-time geographic display can be 
expanded and, with the click of a mouse button, targets or features on the display selected and interrogated for geographic 
position. In addition, if historical data exists (e.g. previous swathmap or other digital data or even raster scans of existing 
charts), these can be loaded into the tool and used as a backdrop upon which real-time navigation and plots can be 
overlain. Using these tools, a vessel can he instantly and unambiguously directed to a seafloor target for sampling, 
photography or instrument deployment. 

2.2 SWATHED: Gridding and Mosaicing: 
Upon completion of a survey line, the data from that line is loaded into our SWATHED toolkit which facilitates the 

interactive editing of the data on a swath by swath basis. User selectable, automatic filters remove obvious outliers from 
the data and then the operator interactively selects further points for editing. While this process is subjective (and thus 
done with great care and scrutiny by hydrographers who have legal obligations about the data included in [or excluded 
from] their charts), for the purposes of geologic research, it can be done with great speed, typically in much less than the 
time it took to collect the data. Additional tools can be applied at this point that can help resolve problems with sound 
speed corrections and provide detailed insight into the quality of the sonar data. The final result of this process is a 
cleaned, tide and refraction corrected data set that is now suitable for gridding and mosaicing. 

One of the greatest advantages of multibeam sonar data is that, if used properly, multibeam systems can provide near 
100 percent coverage of the seafloor (at a data density that depends on the system, water depth, vessel speed, ping rate, 
etc.) and thus obviate the need to extrapolate beyond, or interpolate between, sparse soundings. The price we pay for this 
coverage is massive data rates -- an EM1000 in 100 m of water produces about 28 Mbytes of data per hour, an EM3000 at 
the same depth about 80 Mbytes of datalhour and EM3000 in 5 m of water produces about 450 Mbyteslhour (including 
sidescan imagery). The advantage of this dense database is that it can be used to create accurate digital terrain models 
(DTM's) and imagery mosaics of the seafloor. With our software this process is done on board the ship and is completed 
not long after each line is edited. Thus by the end of a survey day, an up-to-date, edited DTM and imagery mosaic can be 
produced and displayed in a variety of forms. 

3. SEAFLOOR CLASSIFICATION TOOLS: 

3.1 Vertical Incidence Tools: 
In recent years a number of investigators have looked at various character~stics of normally incident echoes returned 

from the seafloor in an attempt to derive information on seafloor type [I]- [5]. Each of these studies uses particular 
aspects of the returned waveform or its multiple to derive information about the composition andlor texture of the 



seafloor. In an attempt to evaluate the relative merits of these techniques as well as provide a means to implement 
classification algorithms that we have developed, we have built a modular software toolkit that easily accommodates 
multiple approaches to seafloor classificat~on. Thls package (TracEd) IS bullt around a serles of very robust event p~ckers 
that can track and display the seafloor return (as well as other hor~zons above or below the seafloor) and then analyze a 
number of character~stlcs of the returned acoustlc waveform (e g., amplitude, rlse-tlme, spectral character~st~cs, returned 
pulse length, length of reverberation, separation between layers, etc ) that may be lndlcat~ve ot varlous seafloor 
characteristics. Once a useful classifier is selected, the tool w~l l  then plot the d~s t r~but~on  of thls feature (and a second 
feature if desired) in geographic space provldlng a derivative map that may well represent an enhanced and quantltatlve 
display of the distribution of a particular seafloor property or properties. 

3.1.1 Event Picking: 
As with any analysis of acoustlc data, one of the key elements is the abll~ty to robustly track events. For a glven 

digitized vertical lncldent waveform, TracEd uses a combination of both edge and threshold detect~on to determine the 
location of up to 10 events in a given waveform. For each event, the posltlon of the leadlng edge, the peak amplitude, and 
the trailing edge (tail length) are determined and stored (Fig. I). Once selected, the shape of the event 1s compared to the 
shape of all other events in the previous trace (through a correlation process) and the relatlve correlation coefficients are 
stored. 

In order to determine whlch of the events represents the seafloor, all events are compared to a user-selected 
acceptance wlndow. Once an ln~tlal bottom plck IS made, thls wlndow 1s ma~ntalned automatically by uslng the mean 
depth of a number of previous seafloor plcks and the incorporation of a "pred~ct~on wlndow" that takes Into account local 
slopes. Once the acceptance wlndow IS establ~shed, the algor~thm checks the correlat~on coeffic~ents of all events In the . 
acceptance wlndow wlth the prevlous seafloor plck and chooses that event w~th  the h~ghest correlat~on coeffic~ent as the 
candidate bottom plck. It also checks whether a multlple exlsts at the depth predicted by thls bottom plck and, ~f all 
crlterla are met, selects thls event as the current bottom plck. If no events meet these crlterla, the pred~cted value IS used 
and the acceptance wlndow crlterla are re-evaluated T h ~ s  approach has proven extremely robust wlth a bottom-detect 
failure rate of less than 2% In practtce. 

A similar ping-to-ping correlation process is done on the multiple return and for up to 8 other "horizons" either 
preceding or following the bottom return; for each of these horizons, the leading edge, peak amplitude, tail length and 
correlation coefficients (with other events) are stored. A scrolling, graphical display shows a grayscale acoustic profile 
with the horizon picks superimposed and color-coded; a window can also be set up to show the individual waveforms and 
the position of the picks made on them (Fig. 2). 

Fig. I .  Picks of leading cdge, peak amplitude 
and trailing edge on an ~ndividual "event" in a 
return. 'fracEd will make similar picks on thc ten 
largest events in each return. 

The separation of the acoustic returns into a series of discrete events and the storage of a dataset that serves to describe 
each event presents us with the opportunity to evaluate a number of approaches to seafloor classification through 
waveform characterization. For example, given the described digital characterization of waveforms we can easily 
implement modules that use previous established criteria (e.g., area under multiple vs. area under tail of primary [2] or 
time envelope approaches [4]). It also presents the opportunity to explore alternative approaches to classification and to 
design specific algorithms for specific tasks. An example of this is presented in Fig. 2 where we were seeking to identify 
the distribution of seaweed known to occur in patches within a well-studied intertidal survey aiea [6]. Several waveform 
criteria were identified to be characteristic of returns from seaweed: 1- the sudden appearance of a strong return preceding 
the identified bottom; 2- a rapid rise of the leading edge of this return and 3- a multiple return that is d ~ s ~ l a c e d  in peak 
amplitude from its predicted location. We can select any one (or combination) of these parameters and plot their 
geographic distribution as the survey progresses. The resulting display (Fig. 2) looks like a standard sidescan sonar 
mosaic but is, in reality, a derivative product that produces an enhanced view of the geographic distribution of a particular 
parameter (in this case representing the distribution of seaweed). 
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Fig. 2. Screen dump from TracEd. Upper window is continuous scrolling display of profiler data (in this case 
from a 210 kHz Navitronics sweep system collecting data in an intertidal area of St. John Harbor, New 
Brunswick). Horizon picks are displayed as color-coded dots beginning about one-third along the window. The 
two lower graphics windows can be set to display a range of parameters including individual waveforms with 
picks (as in Fig I), or various characteristics or statistics of the waveforms in a geographic context. The text 
window in the lower right reports the statistics and details of the currently processed trace. In this example, the 
separation between the leading edge of the trace and the peak amplitude is displayed as a gray-scale intensity plot 
in geographic space. The resulting plots (plotted here with large separation as dark in left window and light in 
right window) produce a clear and accurate portrayal of the distribution of seaweed in the area. 

3.2 Lassoo 
In many of the classification methods mentioned above classification "rules" are established either theoretically or 

from empirically derived relationships between waveform characteristics and observed seafloor properties. To facilitate 
this relational process we have developed another interactive graphical tool (LASSOO!) that allows us to interactively 
explore the relationships between variables in both multivariate and geographic space [7]. For example, if we have 
performed an analysis on our acoustic dataset to derive waveform characteristics (e.g. E l  and E2 as in [2]) or we have a 
series of physical property measurements made on ground truth samples in a survey area, we can plot these data in 
multivariate space (as a scatter plot) and graphically establish natural groupings (Fig. 3). These groupings are then 
instantly displayed in geographic space (e.g. select all points with high sand content and/or high organic carbon content 
-- Fig. 4). Inversely we can select regions in geographic space and see how the samples from these regions group in 
multivariate space. 



Fig. 3. Acausdc or physical properties of survey 
displayed in multivariate spw. In this wmple 
paramtern arr! El (ma unbr  tail of primary ~~) 
and E2 (area wdcr seafloor multiple) derived from 
RoxAnn survey system used over area of dredge spoil 
dump sites off Quebec, TracEd @lows the interactive 
redefinftion of classes in muli3varia space. 

Fig 4. Redisplky ~ a f  Elm2 values in geagmphic 
space. The r e d e W  defioitions of E1/E2 classes 
muIted in a much clearer indication d dumpsite 
deposits. 

Most importantly, LASSOO allows us to view any of these data sets superimposed on an image (e.g. backscatter 
data - Fig. 5) .  We can outline these targets with a mouse-driven cursor (i.e., "lassoo" the data), extract all data points 
within this area, analyze the statistical properties of the extracted data points and assign them to a "class". These classes 
can then be assigned to all other data showing these same characteristics in either geographic or multivariate space. 

3.2.1 Application of LASSOO to assessment of dredge-spoil dumpslies 
As part of a long-term study on the impact of ocean dumping on fisheries habitat, a series of dredge-spoil dumpsites 

off L'Anse-a-Beaufils, Quebec were surveyed with both a RoxAnn system and an EM-1000 multibeam sonar. We 
evaluated the ability of each system to: 1- identify individual dump sites and; 2- "date" the sites, i.e , discriminate 
between sites deposited in different years. Our ~nitial data analysis revealed that whlle the EM-1000 imagery data 
clearly identified the dumpsites (Fig. 5) the shipboard classification produced by the RoxAnn system was not able to 
identify the dumps and neither the EM1000 imagery nor the RoxAnn system could discriminate between two 
generations of dump sites (1992 and 1994). We were able to use LASSOO however to interactively redefine the 
RoxAnn E1/E2 classes and establish a classification scheme that could distinguish the dumpsites from the surrounding 
seafloor but still could not separate the different generations of dumpsites (Fig. 4). We further used LASSOO in a 
training mode by "lassooing" the different dumpsites and extracting the backscatter data from these regions (after 
correction for a range of instrumental and geometric artifacts [S]) A simple histogram of backscatter (expressed as 
pixel value) revealed that the 1992 and 1994 dumpsites showed discernible differences and most importantly, the 
sequential surveys of these sites (1994 and 1995) revealed a consistent shift in the backscatter histograms indicating a 
decrease with backscatter with time (Fig. 6). 

While a simple examination of the distribution of the mean backscatter values proved a viable mechanism to 
distinguish seafloor characteristics in this survey, it is important to note that the targets in this region were quite 
distinctive from the surrounding seafloor and that we needed a prrorr knowledge of the location of the different dumps 
to train the classification techtuque. Additionally, the "aging" issue lends itself to a general shift in mean backscatter 
as the dumped material is winnowed and smoothed by bottom currents (a conclusion supported by grain size analyses) 
[9]. The development of an absolute classification scheme, if at all attainable, will depend not only on the approaches 
described above but also on the development of more quantitative techniques to extract as much additional information 
as possible from the acoustic record. 
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Fig. 5. LASSOO in the training mode. Superposit~on 
of physical or acoustic property data on top of sidexan 
sonar imagery. Here RoxAnn data (ElIE2) is 
superimposed OR 95 kHz backscatter data from EM-IOOO 
multibeam sonar. The EM-1000 imagery clearly defines 
the dredge-dump sites (two areas in the central region) as 
well as regions of gravel, bedrock and background 
substrate. LASSOO allows these regions to be selecwl 
and assigned classes. 

Fig. 6 -- Comparison of histograms of mean 
backscatter values (expressed as pixel value) derived 
from EM- 1000 backscatter data and extracted with the 
LASSOO tool from the two areas outlined on left. The 
two regions represent two generations of dumps (1992 
and 1994) and were surveyed in two sequential years 
(1994 and 1995). Both the differences between the 
sites and a consistent shift (to lower backscatter) is 
clearly discernible. 

4. Multibeam Classification: 
Along with our development of tools for uslng vertical incidence acoustic data for seafloor class~fication, we are 

also taking advantage of the addit~onal information provided by the wide swath over which multibeam sonars insonify 
the seafloor. Both theoretical and field studies have established that acoustic backscatter from the seatloor should vary 
in a predictable (Lambertian) fashion as a function of the angle of incidence of sound on the seafloor [lo]. If all other 
factors were held constant, the shape of the backscatter versus angle of angle of incidence curve should vary as a 
function of seafloor type. Using this approach, we are developing techniques to minimize the instrumental and 
environmental artifacts in multibeam backscatter data and then to extract and d~splay (either in real-t~me or in post- 
processing) backscatter as a function of angle of Incidence across the swath. This approach is discussed in detail in [ l  11. 
Future studies will hopefully combine both our vertical incidence and multibeam approaches. 

5. Interactive 3-D Visualization: 
The tools described above provide the shipboard scientist with an accurate dep~ct~on of the 2-D bathymetry, an 

areal distribution of backscatter, and an ability to extract the geographic distribution of potentially more quantitative 
parameterizations of seafloor characteristics. The capabilities that lead to the production of these data represent 
tremendous advances in our ability to acquire and process seafloor acoustic data but the volume and complexity of the 
information represented by these data sets present fundamental challenges to us in terms of interaction, integration and 
interpretation. To help meet these challenges, we have chosen to take advantage of the ultimate signal processor (the 
human brain) and the rapidly advancing capabilities in computer hardware and have developed a 3-D visualization 
software package ("Fledermaus") that allows for the interactive exploration of very large data sets in a natural, intuitive 
yet quantitative fashion. Through artificial sun-illumination, shading, and 3-D rendering, Fledermaus presents digital 
bathymetric data (DTM) in the form of a natural looking and easily interpretable landscape. Color can be used to 
represent depth or other parameters (like backscatter) which can be draped over the DTM. The user can "fly" around 
the data and view it from all angles through the use of a 6-degree of freedom mouse ("bat") that transforms simple 
hand motions into a data exploration tool; with special LCD glasses, the scene can be seen in true stereo. Data entry is 
very simple and 3-D interaction can take place within a few minutes of the production of a DTM or sonar mosaic. Thus 
if these products are produced on board the vessel, 3-D interaction can be used for quality control and mission planning. 
This mode of exploration allows complex interrelationships between bathymetry, morphology , backscatter and other 
parameters to be easily discerned. 



While interactive 3-D data exploration greatly aids in interpreting complex spatial data sets, Fledermaus also 
preserves all the quantitative aspects of digital data in that the displayed datasets are fully georeferenced and 
interrogatable in 3-D for position, depth, and other attributes (Fig. 7 imagery draped over 3-D bathymetry, has proven to 
be extremely useful to those interested in planning submarine cable or pipeline routes (Fig. 8). Multiple, georeferenced 
layers can easily be added to a scene as well as other objects like subsurface seismic lines, borehole data or high- 
resolution sidescan data. When applied to sediment classification studies, 3-D visualization allows one to gain an instant 
understanding of the complex relationships between seafloor morphology and a range of parameters that can be 
extracted from the acoustic data (e.g., components of the angular response of backscatter as discussed in [ I l l ,  Fig. 9). 

Fig 7. Single frame from interactive flight through 
EM-1000 multibeam bathymetry collected over 150 m 
long wreck of freighter British Freedom outside of 
Halifax Harbor demonstrating ability to pick, make 
measurements, and interrogate points in 3-D -- picked 
points are marked wlth cross-hairs. Attributes of latest 
point are displayed in lower left of screen and can be 
saved to file for later reference. 

Fig. 9. 3-D visualization of 
two of the twelve parameters 
extracted by Hughes Clarke [ l l ]  
from the angular response of 
backscatter data from a 30 x 27 km 
area of Stellwagen Bank National 
Marine Sanctuary. Each is draped 
over bathymetry and displayed (in 
original) with color coding. Lower 
figure (A) represents slope of 
segment of backscatter curve 
between 75 and 30 degrees grazing 
; upper figure (B) represents mean 
backscatter between 50 and 40 deg 
grazing. Parameterization of the 
backscatter curve may provide 
important insight into the 
distribution of seafloor properties; 
visualization in this mode shows 
the direct relationship between 
these parameters and the seafloor 
morphology. See [ I l l  for details of 
analysis. 

Fig. 8. 2-D component of pipeline and cable-route planning 
tool. Multibeam sonar imagery is draped over bathymetry 
providing simultaneous depth and seafloor property information 
for route planner -- prospective routes can be interactively 
explored with cross-sections, gradients and segment lengths 
displayed. The example above is from an application where 
real-time navigational information allowed the progress of the 
cable laying vessel and the plow (cross hairs) to be monitored 
within the context of previously collected multibeam sonar data. 
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6. Conclusions 
Concomitant advances in sonar technology and theory are providing us with the raw information necessary to address 

the critical questions of acoustic seafloor classification. With a knowledge that the most likely path to successful seafloor 
classification will involve the simultaneous application of multiple techniques, the UNB Ocean Mapping Group has 
developed a series of interactive software tools that are designed to assure the quality of the collected data and allow the 
user to integrate a range of approaches utilizing both vertically incident and angularly varying sonars. Our tools permit 
the exploration of acoustic datasets in both multivariate and geographic space and, most importantly, allow complex 
derivative datasets to be interactively explored in a 3-D environment. The ability to view the spatial relationships of 
various parameters with respect to seafloor topography, while taking advantage of our innate ability to see and understand 
complex data relationships in 3-D, is proving to be a very powerful interpretation and analysis tool whose limits have just 
begun to be explored. 
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